THE PROJECT
The People’s Museum Project is the future Louvre of the crypto space.
It is a 3D virtual art gallery where art collectors, investors, and the general public can visit and
appreciate unique art from around the world. All artists will share an equal chance to list
their art pieces or collections inside the People's Museum Metaverse NFT Art Gallery. At
launch, only our art collections will be featured in the art gallery but the gallery will be open
to the public very soon after that.
Your 3D character will be able to walk around the spacious Metaverse art museum. While you
are exploring and appreciating the art pieces inside the 3D Metaverse Art Gallery, you might
discover your next favorite art piece; you'll then be able to purchase it through our NFT
marketplace using People's Museum Tokens. With the demand increasing, the People's
Museum Tokens will gain great momentum from the positive price action; hence increasing
your profits as a token holder.
In the mid-term future, you'll be able to display your art piece for FREE and on-demand
within our 3D Art Gallery by holding a certain amount of People's Museum Tokens.
Real Utilities

These are just some highlights of the People's Museum Project:
Metaverse 3D NFT Art Gallery.
NFT Marketplace.
Own NFT drops, hand-crafted by our talented artists.
People's Museum Tokens (PMT) will be used as our governance currency.
Future collaborations with renowned artists to hold their NFT collections inside our
Metaverse.

Saludos,
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CURRENT TOKENOMICS

9.5% Buy Tax
5.5% ETH rewards
2% Metaverse + 3D NFT Art Gallery + NFT marketplace development
2% Project Marketing

19.5% Sell Tax
13.5% ETH rewards
2% Metaverse + 3D NFT Art Gallery + NFT marketplace development
2% Project Marketing
2% into LOCKED Liquidity Pool
A total of 19% ETH auto-reflections from taxes. We'll gradually decrease the rewards
once we reach a high MarketCap so the token becomes more tradeable.
Total Supply: 100 Billion
Initial Liquidity: 5 BNB
Max Wallet: 3.8%

BUT WHY REFLECTIONS AND WHY LAUNCHING ON THE BSC THOUGH?...
There's thought behind everything we do. We're launching on the Binance
Smart Chain because of the cheap fees and its large user base. Reflections are
certainly to attract early BSC holders and will be paid in ETH because it's
currently the king in NFT drops. We'll be preparing our investors for the big
jump once we eventually release PMTs and NFTs in the ETH Blockchain and
other compatible EVM Networks.
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ROADMAP

Phase 1:

Phase 2:

Post fairlaunch marketing

The official drop of the People’s Museum

Public preview of the People’s Museum

NFT collection

NFTs

The official launch of our Metaverse 3D

Marketing collaboration with Youtube

virtual NFT art gallery

influencers

The official launch of the People’s

Marketing collaboration with Twitter

Museum NFT marketplace

influencers

Reaching 5,000 holders

Top-Tier Telegram groups calls

Reaching $5 million market capitalization

Reaching 700 holders

CoinGecko listing

Reaching $300,000 market capitalization

CoinMarketCap listing

NFT marketplace platform preview
Metaverse 3D virtual NFT art gallery
preview

Phase 3:
Enabling feature for global artists to list their NFT art pieces & collections on the
People’s Museum virtual art gallery
Global Marketing for People's Museum art collections to boost revenue for artists, art
investors, and token holders
Metaverse world expansion
New features addition into People’s Museum 3D virtual art gallery
Reaching 20,000 holders
Reaching $50 million market capitalization
CEX listings: Gate.io, Kucoin, Binance, Coinbase
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